
 

 

Dr. Sunil Anand  
Dr Anand is a leading classical 
homeopathic practitioner and teacher. He 
has his private clinics in Mumbai and Pune, 
India. He has been practicing homeopathy 
for the past 27 years and is  recognized for 
his cures in both pediatric as well as adult 
cases. His approach and simplicity make 
him an internationally acclaimed teacher 
and his seminars and workshops have 
been widely attended both in India and 
overseas.  
 
Dr Anand will be visiting Singapore in May 
2013, to help create more awareness about 
homeopathy and how it can help you and 
your family to stay healthy. His holistic 
approach helps women deal with their mid-

life crisis and women related health issues, and also corporate life associated challenges, as well as 
stress induced ailments resulting from high level performance expectations.  For more information you 
may contact him at dranand@prana-hyc.com  
 
You may also visit his website at www.drsunilanand.com for information related to his work and profile. 
 
He presides over PRANA - a health facility backed by Bajaj Auto Ltd that integrates homeopathy and 
yoga. You may visit www.prana-hyc.com for more details about this innovative and first-of-its kind holistic 
center.  
 
Bio-Data : 
Graduated from the C.M.P Homeopathic Medical College, Mumbai in 1981 
Post-Graduation from UK in 1984 
Ex-Senior Lecturer C.M.P College 1987-1995 
Ex-Associate Professor D.S.Homeopathic Medical College, Pune 2000-2008 
Dean Post Graduate Studies, Vancouver, Canada 2009-2010 
Faculty visiting lecturer : Ontario College of Homeopathic Medicine, Toronto ( OCHM ) 
Faculty visiting lecturer : Western College of Homeopathic Medicine, Calgary ( WCHM ) 
 
Dr Sunil Anand's contribution in the field of teaching homeopathy at an individual level at two prime 
medical colleges in Mumbai and Pune and internationally, has helped shape his role as an endearing 
teacher. He joined as a junior lecturer and over a period of fifteen years of teaching and conducting 
lectures for under-graduates as well as postgraduates, has risen to the designation of an Associate 
Professor.  
 
He is artful in encouraging the family to pursue good quality homeopathic care while making them aware 
of the finer nuances of homeopathic management. He has a close working relationship with conventional 
doctors of all areas of specialty. Many of them consult him for treatment for themselves along with their 
families, as well as refer patients to him. 
 
His contribution towards the cure and prevention of dengue fever, has been much acclaimed, as a 
PRANA team initiative, and helped save many lives and relieve several others of their suffering. 
 
Recommended article : 
Homeopathic treatment for epidemics like dengue : http://www.drsunilanand.com/main/cases-articles/41-
homeopathic-treatment-for-dengue 
 
Testimonials : 
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Dr. Sunil Anand is an exceptional homeopath. I have been under his care for the past 2 years and never 
have I felt more supported health-wise. I have seen many other homeopaths including some leaders in 
the field. But I have trusted none as much as I trust him. I used to resort to prescribing for myself after a 
few months due to lack of results (I am a homeopath, so the temptation is high). With Dr. Sunil, I felt 
improvement right from the start of treatment and have not felt the urge to prescribe myself at all. 

Dr. Sunil has helped me during my pregnancy that was complicated by depression and gestational 
diabetes. He prescribed for me during labor when things were not moving and I became overly 
exhausted. I gave birth very quickly after that at home as I had always wanted. Dr. Sunil has been there 
for me throughout the post-partum period. Recently my second pregnancy turned into a loss and I 
decided to let nature do the work. The remedies Dr. Sunil prescribed allowed me to grieve and let go and 
the miscarriage took place at home, peacefully. The sadness went away very fast. 

I highly recommend to anyone seeking to regain health to consult with Dr. Sunil Anand. He has extensive 
experience, tremendous skill and a true spirit of service. I have been in contact with him countless times 
and always he was prompt to reply and to help us with a remedy. I feel very grateful that he is our family 
homeopath. 

Tania Bouchon (Victoria, British Columbia, Canada) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Around the time we heard about Dr Anand, we had reached the nadir of our long 3 year struggle with our 
son's challenges due to chronic GI issues, anxiety/panic attacks and severe impairment from autism.  We 
had gradually learned to live with his autism and developmental delays, however the worst would hit when 
he had unending weeks of severe pain coupled with unexplained anxiety/panic attacks.  The only thing 
that would alleviate his pain and crying was driving non-stop in a car 24 hours of a day.  Not only was it 
tiring to drive hundreds of miles and have no time to eat or sleep, it was gut-wrenching to see our little boy 
in this state. 
 
After a detailed intake, Dr. Anand prescribed a unique remedy for my son.  Under his care, my son's 
anxiety attacks ceased, and his bowel consistency improved significantly.  Till a few months ago, this was 
simply unimaginable!  Even more importantly, the journey to get to this point was as sweet as the result 
itself.  Dr. Anand was very responsive any time we needed his help to deal with an acute or other issues, 
responding within minutes or atmost a few hours, even over the weekends, which in times of need was 
precious for us.  He was also open to our questions and communicative about why we were preceding on 
a certain course of action, which enabled us to stick it through the tough periods. 
 
We are eternally grateful to have found the gem of a person and homeopath that Dr Anand is.  And, we 
are once again hopeful that perhaps some day homeopathy will be able to heal our son's autism as well. 
 
-  SARIKA AGARWAL 


